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Abstract
Consensus and Broadcast are two fundamental problems in distributed computing, whose solutions
have several applications. Intuitively, Consensus should be no harder than Broadcast, and this can
be rigorously established in several models. Can Consensus be easier than Broadcast?
In models that allow noiseless communication, we prove a reduction of (a suitable variant
of) Broadcast to binary Consensus, that preserves the communication model and all complexity
parameters such as randomness, number of rounds, communication per round, etc., while there
is a loss in the success probability of the protocol. Using this reduction, we get, among other
applications, the first logarithmic lower bound on the number of rounds needed to achieve Consensus
in the uniform Gossip model on the complete graph. The lower bound is tight and, in this model,
Consensus and Broadcast are equivalent.
We then turn to distributed models with noisy communication channels that have been studied
in the context of some bio-inspired systems. In such models, only one noisy bit is exchanged when
a communication channel is established between two nodes, and so one cannot easily simulate a
noiseless protocol by using error-correcting codes. An Ω(ε−2 n) lower bound is proved by Boczkowski
et al. [PLOS Comp. Bio. 2018] on the convergence time of binary Broadcast in one such model
(noisy uniform Pull), where ε is a parameter that measures the amount of noise).
We prove an O(ε−2 log n) upper bound on the convergence time of binary Consensus in such
model, thus establishing an exponential complexity gap between Consensus versus Broadcast.
We also prove our upper bound above is tight and this implies, for binary Consensus, a further
strong complexity gap between noisy uniform Pull and noisy uniform Push. Finally, we show a
Θ(ε−2 n log n) bound for Broadcast in the noisy uniform Pull.
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Introduction

In this paper we investigate the relation between Consensus and Broadcast, which are two of
the most fundamental algorithmic problems in distributed computing [21, 23, 39, 41], and
we study how the presence or absence of communication noise affects their complexity.
In the (Single-Source) Broadcast problem, one node in a network has an initial message
msg and the goal is for all the nodes in the network to receive a copy of msg.
In the Consensus problem, each of the n nodes of a network starts with an input value
(which we will also call an opinion), and the goal is for all the nodes to converge to a
configuration in which they all have the same opinion (this is the agreement requirement)
and this shared opinion is one held by at least one node at the beginning (this is the validity
requirement). In the Binary Consensus problem, there are only two possible opinions, which
we denote by 0 and 1.
In the (binary) Majority Consensus problem [5, 22, 40] we are given the promise that
one of the two possible opinions is initially held by at least n/2 + b(n) nodes, where b(n) is a
parameter of the problem, and the goal is for the nodes to converge to a configuration in
which they all have the opinion that, at the beginning, was held by the majority of nodes.
Note that Consensus and Majority Consensus are incomparable problems: a protocol may
solve one problem without solving the other.1 Both the notions of Consensus and Majority
Consensus above can be further relaxed to those of δ-Almost Consensus and δ-Almost
Majority Consensus, respectively. According to such weaker notions, we allow the system to
converge to an almost-consensus regime where δn outliers may have a different opinion from
the rest of the nodes.
Motivations for studying the Broadcast problem are self-evident. Consensus and Majority
Consensus are simplified models for the way inconsistencies and disagreements are resolved
in social networks, biological models and peer-to-peer systems [24, 27, 37].2
In distributed model that severely restrict the way in which nodes communicate (to model
constraints that arise in peer-to-peer systems or in social or biological networks), upper and
lower bounds for the Broadcast problem give insights on the effect of the communication
constraints on the way in which information can spread in the network. The analysis of
algorithms for Consensus often give insights on how to break symmetry in distributed
networks, when looking at how the protocol handles an initial opinion vector in which exactly

1

2

A Consensus protocol is allowed to converge to an agreement to an opinion that was initially in the
minority (provided that it was held by at least one node), while a Majority Consensus protocol must
converge to the initial majority whenever the minority opinion is held by fewer than n/2 − b nodes.
On the other hand, a Majority Consensus problem is allowed to converge to a configuration with no
agreement if the initial opinion vector does not satisfy the promise, while a Consensus protocol must
converge to an agreement regardless of the initial opinion vector.
The Consensus problem is often studied in models in which nodes are subject to malicious faults, and,
in that case, one has motivations from network security. In this paper we concentrate on models in
which all nodes honestly follow the prescribed protocol and the only possibly faulty devices are the
communication channels.
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half the nodes have one opinion and half have the other. The analysis of algorithms for
Majority Consensus usually hinge on studying the rate at which the number of nodes holding
the minority opinion shrinks.
If the nodes are labeled by {1, . . . , n}, and each node knows its label, then there is an
easy reduction of binary Consensus to Broadcast: node 1 broadcasts its initial opinion to
all other nodes, and then all nodes agree on that opinion as the consensus opinion. Even if
the nodes do not have known identities, they can first run a leader election protocol, and
then proceed as above with the leader broadcasting its initial opinion. Even in models where
leader election is not trivial, the best known Consensus protocol has, in all the cases that
we are aware of, at most the “complexity” (whether it’s measured in memory per node,
communication per round, number of rounds, etc.) of the best known broadcast protocol.
A first major question that we address in this paper is whether the converse hold, that is,
are there ways of obtaining a Broadcast protocol from a Consensus problem or are there
gaps, in certain models, between the complexity of the two problems?
We will show that, in the presence of noiseless communication channels, every Consensus
protocol can be used to realize a weak form of Broadcast. Since, in many cases, known lower
bounds for Broadcast apply also to such weak form, we get new lower bounds for Consensus.
In a previously studied, and well motivated, distributed model with noisy communication,
namely the noisy Gossip, however, we establish an exponential gap between Consensus and
Broadcast.
As a second major question, we investigate the impact of the communication noise on the
Consensus problem. More in detail, does this impact strongly depend on the particular noisy
Gossip model we adopt? We will give a positive answer to this question by establishing a
strong complexity separation between the two most popular versions of the Gossip model,
namely, the Pull model and the Push one.

Roadmap of the paper and a remark
In order to formally state and discuss our results, in the next section, we introduce the
distributed models and their associated complexity measures our results deal with. In Section
3, we describe our results and their consequences for noiseless communication models and
compare them with the related previous work. Section 4 is devoted to our results for the noisy
communication models and to their comparison with the related previous work. Finally, in
Section 5 we provide a short summary of the obtained results and discuss some related open
questions. We remark that, in this version, we only sketch the main ideas of the technical
proofs: detailed proofs are given in the full version of the paper [17].

2

Communication and computational models

We study protocols defined on a communication network, described by an undirected graph
G = (V, E) where V is the set of nodes, each one running an instance of the distributed
algorithm, and E is the set of pairs of nodes between which there is a communication link that
allows them to exchange data. When not specified, G is assumed to be the complete graph.
In synchronous parallel models, there is a global clock and, at each time step, nodes are
allowed to communicate using their links.
In the Local model, there is no restriction on how many neighbors a node can talk to at
each step, and no restriction on the number of bits transmitted at each step. There is also
no restriction on the amount of memory and computational ability of each node. The only
complexity measures is the number of rounds of communication. For example, it is easy to
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see that the complexity of Broadcast is the diameter of the graph G. The Congest model is
like the Local model but the amount of data that each node can send at each time step is
limited, usually to O(log n) bits.
In the (general) Gossip model [20, 30], at each time step, each node v chooses one of its
neighbors cv and activates the communication link (v, cv ), over which communication becomes
possible during that time step, allowing v to send a message to cv and, simultaneously, cv to
send a message to v. We will call v the caller of cv . In the Push variant, each node v sends
a message to its chosen neighbor cv ; in the Pull variant, each node sends a message to its
callers (if any). Note that, although each node chooses only one neighbor, some nodes may
be chosen by several others, and so they may receive several messages in the Push setting, or
send a message to several recipients in the Pull setting. In our algorithmic results for the
Gossip model, we will assume that each message exchanged in each time step is only one
bit, while our negative results for the noiseless setting will apply to the case of messages of
unbounded length. In the uniform Gossip (respectively Push or Pull) model, the choice of
cv is done uniformly at random among the neighbors of v. This means that uniform models
make sense even in anonymous networks, in which nodes are not aware of their identities nor
of the identities of their neighbors.3
In this work, we are mainly interested in models like Gossip that severely restrict
communication [5, 2, 22, 24, 37, 40], both for efficiency consideration and because such
models capture aspects of the way consensus is reached in biological population systems,
and other domains of interest in network science [4, 6, 23, 12, 24, 25, 27]. Communication
capabilities in such scenarios are typically constrained and non-deterministic: both features
are well-captured by uniform models.
Asynchronous variants of the Gossip model (such as Population Protocols [5, 4]) have also
been extensively studied [11, 28, 40]. In this variant, no global clock is available to nodes.
Instead, nodes are idle until a single node is activated by a (possibly random) scheduler, either
in discrete time or in continuous time. When a node wakes up, it activates one of its incident
edges and wakes up the corresponding neighbor. Communication happens only between
those two vertices, which subsequently go idle again until the next time they wake up.
Previous studies show that, in both Push and Pull variants of uniform Gossip, (binary)
Consensus, Majority Consensus and Broadcast can be solved within logarithmic time (and
work per node) in the complete graph, via elementary protocols4 , with high probability (for
short w.h.p.5 ) [5, 9, 11, 22, 28, 31]. Moreover, efficient protocols have been proposed for
Broadcast and Majority Consensus for some restricted families of graphs such as regular
expanders and random graphs [1, 15, 14, 19, 29, 36].
However, while for Broadcast Ω(log n) time and work are necessary in the complete graph
[11, 28, 31], prior to this work, it was still unknown whether a more efficient protocol existed
for Consensus and Majority Consensus.

3

Our contribution I: Noiseless communication

Our main result is a reduction of a weak form of Broadcast to Consensus which establishes,
among other lower bounds, tight logarithmic lower bounds for Consensus and Majority
Consensus both in the uniform Gossip (and hence uniform Pull and Push as well) model
and in the general Push model.

3
4
5

In
at
In
In

the general Gossip model in which a node can choose which incident edge to activate, a node must,
least, know its degree and have a way to distinguish between its incident edges.
√
the case of Majority Consensus, the initial additive bias must have size Ω( n log n).
−α
this paper, we say that an event En holds w.h.p. if P (En ) > 1 − n , for some α > 1.
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In order to formally state the reduction, we need to introduce a slightly-different variant
of Broadcast where, essentially, it is (only) required that some information from the source
is spread on the network.
I Definition 1. A protocol P solves the γ-Infection problem w.r.t. a source node s if it infects
at least γn nodes, where we define a node infected recursively as follows: initially only s is
infected; a node v becomes infected whenever it receives any message from an infected node.
Notice that a protocol P solving the γ-Infection problem w.r.t. a source node s can be
easily turned into a protocol for broadcasting a message msg from s to at least γn nodes.
Indeed, we give the message msg to the source node s, and we simulate P. Every time an
infected node sends a message, it appends msg to it. Clearly, the size of each message in P 0
is increased by the size of msg.
This notion is helpful in thinking about upper and lower bounds for Broadcast: any
successful broadcast protocol from s needs to infect all nodes from source s, and any protocol
that is able to infect all nodes from source s can be used to broadcast from s by appending
msg to each message originating from an infected node. Thus any lower bound for Infection
is also a lower bound for Broadcast, and any protocol for Infection can be converted, perhaps
with a small overhead in communication, to a protocol for Broadcast. For example, in the
Push model, the number of infected nodes can at most double at each step, because each
infected node can send a message to only one other node, and this is the standard argument
that proves an Ω(log n) lower bound for Broadcast.
In the next theorem, we show that lower bounds for Infection also give lower bounds for
Consensus. More precisely we prove that if we have a Consensus protocol that, for every
initial opinion vector, succeeds in achieving almost consensus with probability 1 − o(1/n),
then there is an initial opinion vector and a source such that the protocol infects many nodes
from that source with probability at least (1 − o(1))/n.
I Theorem 2. Let P be a protocol reaching δ-Almost Consensus with probability at least
1 − o(1/n). Then, a source node s and an initial opinion vector x exist such that P, starting
from x, solves the (1 − 2δ)-Infection problem w.r.t. s with probability at least (1 − o(1))/n.
Notice that the above result implies that any protocol for Consensus actually solves
the Infection problem (when initialized with a certain opinion vector) in a weak sense: the
infection is w.r.t. a source that depends on the consensus protocol in a (possibly) uncontrolled
manner; and (ii) the success probability of the infection is quite low. However, if we are
in a model in which there is no source for which we can have probability, say, > 1/(2n) of
infecting all nodes with certain resources (such as time, memory, communication per node,
etc.), then, in the same model, and with the same resources, the above theorem implies
that every Consensus protocol has probability Ω(1/n) of failing. For example, by the above
argument, we have an Ω(log n) lower bound for Consensus in the Push model (because, in
fewer than log2 n rounds, the probability of infecting all nodes is zero).
In case of Consensus problem (i.e. δ = 0), our proof for Theorem 2 makes use of a hybrid
argument to show that there are two initial opinion vectors x and y, which are identical
except for the initial opinion of a node s, such that there is at least a (1 − o(1))/n difference
between the probability of converging to the all-zero configuration starting from x or from y.
Then, we prove that this difference must come entirely from runs of the protocol that fail to
achieve consensus (which happens only with o(1/n) probability) or from runs of the protocol
in which s infects all other nodes. Thus the probability that s infects all nodes from the
initial vector x has to be > (1 − o(1))/n. Then, to extend the above approach for the Almost
Consensus problem (i.e. δ > 0), some additional care and a suitable counting argument are
required to manage the unknown set of outliers.
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As for Majority Consensus, we have a similar reduction, but from a variant of the infection
problem in which there is an initial set of b infected nodes.6 Formally:
I Theorem 3. Let T be any fixed resource defined on a distributed system S and suppose
there is no Infection protocol that, starting from any subset of nα nodes with α < 1, can
inform at least (1 − δ)n nodes by using at most τ B units of T , w.h.p. Then, any protocol P
on this model, reaching δ-Almost Majority Consensus w.h.p., must use more than τ B units
of T .

3.1

Some applications

Lower bounds for infection are known in several models in which there are no previous
negative results for Consensus. We have not attempted to survey all possible applications
of our reductions, but here we enumerate some of them (see the full version for the formal
statements of such results):
In the uniform Gossip model (also known as uniform Push-Pull model), and in the
general Push model, tight analysis (see [30, 31]) show that any protocol P for the complete
graph w.h.p. does not complete Broadcast within less than β log n rounds, where β is a
sufficiently small constant. Combining this lower bound with our reduction result above,
we get an Ω(log n) lower bound for Consensus. This is the first known lower bound for
Consensus showing a full equivalence between the complexity of Broadcast and Consensus
in such models. Regarding Majority Consensus, we also obtain an Ω(log n) lower bound
for any initial bias b = O(nα ), with α < 1.
In a similar way, we are able to prove a lower bound of Ω(n log n) number of steps
(and hence Ω(log n) parallel time) or Ω(log n) number of messages per node for Consensus on an asynchronous variant of the Gossip model, the Population Protocols with
uniform/probabilistic scheduler, as defined in [5].
The last application we mention here concerns the synchronous Radio Network model
[3, 7, 16, 42]. Several optimal bounds have been obtained on the Broadcast time [7, 18,
32, 33, 34] while only few results are known for Consensus time [16, 42]. In particular, we
are not aware of better lower bounds other than the trivial Ω(D) (where D denotes the
diameter of the network). Then, by combining a previous lower bound in [3] on Broadcast
with our reduction result, we get a new lower bound for Consensus in this model.
We remark that our reduction allows us to prove that some of the above lower bounds hold
even if the nodes have unbounded memory and can send/receive messages of unbounded size.

4

Our contribution II: Noisy communication

We now turn to the study of distributed systems in which the communication links between
nodes are noisy. We will consider a basic model of high-noise communication: the binary
symmetric channel [35] in which each exchanged bit is flipped independently at random with
probability 1/2 − ε, where 0 6 ε < 1/2, and we refer to ε as the noise parameter of the model.
Then, in the sequel, the version of each model M, in which the presence of communication
noise above is introduced, will be shortly denoted as noisy M.

6

Recall that b is the value such that we are promised that the majority opinion is held, initially, by at
least n/2 + b nodes.
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In models such as Local and Congest, the ability to send messages of logarithmic
length (or longer) implies that, with a small overhead, one can encode the messages using
error-correcting codes and simulate protocols that assume errorless communication.
In the uniform Gossip model with one-bit messages, however, error-correcting codes
cannot be used and, indeed, whenever the number of rounds is sublinear in n, most of the
pairs of nodes that ever communicate only exchange a single bit.
The study of fundamental distributed tasks, such as Broadcast and Majority Consensus,
has been undertaken in the uniform Gossip model with one-bit messages and noisy links [10,
25] as a way of modeling the restricted and faulty communication that takes place in biological
systems, and as a way to understand how information can travel in such systems, and how they
can repair inconsistencies. Such investigation falls under the agenda of natural algorithms,
that is, the investigation of biological phenomena from an algorithmic perspective [13, 38].
As for the uniform Push model with one-bit messages, we first notice that there is a
simple local strategy that solves both (binary) Broadcast and Consensus in the noisy Push
(this strategy holds even assuming that agents share only a binary synchronous clock). For
instance, consider binary Consensus: let every node with initial opinion 0 start a broadcast
process at even rounds, while the same task is started in odd rounds by nodes with initial
opinion 1. When a node receives a bit in any even (odd) round, this bit is always interpreted
as 0 (1). Then, at every round, each node updates its output with, for instance, the minimum
value it has seen so far (any round).
In [25], the authors consider a restricted, natural class of symmetric algorithms where
the action of the nodes cannot depend on the value of the exchanged bits. In this setting,
they prove that (binary) Broadcast and (binary) Majority Consensus can be solved in time
O(ε−2 log n), where ε is the noise parameter. They also prove a matching lower bound for
this class of algorithms. This has been later generalized to non-binary opinions in [26].
In the noisy uniform Pull model however, [10] proves an Ω(ε−2 n) time lower bound7 .
This lower bound is proved even under assumptions that strengthen the negative result, such
as unique node IDs, full synchronization, and shared randomness (see Section 2.4 of [10] for
more details on this point).
Such a gap between noisy uniform Push and Pull comes from the fact that, in the Push
model, a node is allowed to decline to send a message, and so one can arrange a protocol in
which nodes do not start communicating until they have some confidence of the value of the
broadcast value. In the Pull model, instead, a called node must send a message, and so the
communication becomes polluted with noise from the messages of the non-informed nodes.
What about Consensus and Majority Consensus in the noisy Pull model? Our reduction
in Theorem 2 suggests that there could be Ω(ε−2 n) lower bounds for Consensus and Majority
Consensus, but recall that the reduction is to the infection problem, and infection is equivalent
to Broadcast only when we have errorless channels.

4.1
4.1.1

Upper bounds in noisy uniform Pull
A protocol for Consensus and its analysis

We devise a simple and natural protocol for Consensus for the noisy uniform Pull model
having convergence time O(ε−2 log n), w.h.p., thus exhibiting an exponential gap between
Consensus and Broadcast in the noisy uniform Pull model.

7

They actually proved a more general result including non-binary noisy channels.
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I Theorem 4. In the noisy uniform Pull model, with noisy parameter ε, a protocol exists
that achieves Consensus within O(ε−2 log n) rounds and communication, w.h.p. The protocol
requires Θ(log log n + log ε−2 ) local memory.
√
Moreover, if the protocol starts from any initial opinion vector with bias b = Ω( n log n),
then it guarantees Majority Consensus, w.h.p.
The protocol we refer to in the above theorem works in two consecutive phases. Each
phase is a simple application of the well-known k-Majority Dynamics [8, 9]:
k-Majority. At every round, each node samples k neighbours8 independently and
u.a.r. (with replacement). Then, the node updates its opinion according to the majority
opinion in the sample.
The protocol is thus the following:
Majority Protocol. Let α be a sufficiently large positive constant9 . Every node
performs α log n rounds of k-Majority with k = Θ(1/ε2 ), followed by one round of the
k-Majority with k = Θ(ε−2 log n).
Our analysis shows that, w.h.p., at the end of the first phase there is an opinion that is held
by at least n/2 + Ω(n) nodes, and that if the initial opinions where unanimous then the initial
opinion is the majority opinion after the first phase (notice that the latter fact guarantees the
validity property, w.h.p.). Then, in the second phase, despite the communication errors, we
show every node has a high probability of seeing the true phase-one majority as the empirical
majority in the batch and so all nodes converge to the same valid opinion. To analyze the
first phase, we break it out into two sub-phases (this breakdown is only in the analysis, not
in the protocol): in a first sub-phase of length O(ε−2 log n), we prove the protocol “breaks
symmetry” w.h.p. and, no matter the initial vector and the presence of communication
√
noise, reaches a configuration in which one opinion is held by n/2 + Ω( n log n) nodes. In
√
the second sub-phase, also of length O(ε−2 log n), a configuration of bias Ω( n log n) w.h.p.
becomes a configuration of bias Ω(n). The analysis of the first sub-phase is our main technical
novelty while the analysis of the second sub-phase for achieving Majority Consensus is similar
to that in [25, 26]. If the initial opinion vector is unanimous, then it is not necessary to break
up the first phase into sub-phases, and one can directly see that a unanimous configuration
maintains a bias Ω(n), w.h.p., for the duration of the first phase.
√
A consequence of our analysis is that, if the initial opinion vector has a bias Ω( n log n),
then the protocol converges to the majority, w.h.p. So, we get a Majority-Consensus protocol
for this model under the above condition on the bias.

4.1.2

A protocol for Broadcast

We provide a simple two-phases Broadcast protocol that runs in the noisy uniform PULL
model.
Protocol NoisyBroadcast.
In the first phase, each non-source node displays 0 (obviously, the source displays its
input value), and performs a pull operation for Θ(ε−2 n log n) rounds; it then chooses to
1
support value 1 iff the fraction of received messages equal to 1 is at least 12 − ε(1 − 2n
),
zero otherwise.
8
9

In the binary case when k is odd, the k-Majority is stochastically equivalent to the k + 1-Majority where
ties are broken u.a.r. (see Lemma 17 in [26]). For this reason, in this section we assume that k is odd.
The value of α will be fixed later in the analysis.
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In the second phase, nodes run the Majority Consensus protocol of Theorem 4, starting
with the value obtained at the end of the first phase.
We prove the following performance of the protocol, nearly matching the Ω(ε−2 n) lower
bound mentioned before [10]:
I Theorem 5. Protocol NoisyBroadcast solves the Broadcast problem in the noisy uniform
Pull model in O(ε−2 n log n) rounds, w.h.p.
Our proof shows that at the end of the first phase, the fraction of nodes which have
obtained a value equal to the source’s input is greater than those that failed by at least
√
n log n nodes. The latter fact satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4 for solving Majority
Consensus in O(ε−2 log n), which constitutes the second phase.

4.2

Lower bounds in noisy

Pull

models

We prove that any Almost Consensus protocol
with at most δn outliers and with error

−2
−1
probability at most δ requires Ω ε log δ
rounds. Formally:
I Theorem 6. Let δ be any real such that 0 < δ < 1/8 and consider any protocol P for
the noisy general Pull model with noise parameter ε. If P solves δ-Almost Consensus with
probability at least 1 − δ, then it requires at least t = Ω(ε−2 log δ −1 ) rounds10 .
This shows that the complexity O(ε−2 log n) of our protocol described in Subsection
4.1.1 is tight for protocols that succeed w.h.p. We remark that our result holds for any
version (general and uniform) of the noisy Pull model with noise parameter ε, unbounded
local memory, even assuming unique node IDs. Recalling the Θ(log n) bound that holds
for (general) Consensus protocols in the noisy uniform Push (for any value of ε), our lower
bound above thus implies a strong separation result between noisy uniform Pull and noisy
uniform Push.
The proof of Theorem 6 is one of the main technical contributions of this work and below
we provide a short discussion.

In [25], an Ω ε−2 log δ −1 round lower bound is proved for Majority Consensus in the
uniform Push model, for a restricted class of protocols. Their argument, roughly speaking,
is that each node needs to receive a bit of information from the rest of the graph (namely,
the majority value in the rest of the graph), and this bit needs to be correctly received with
probability 1 − δ, while using a binary symmetric channel with error parameter ε. It is then
a standard fact from information theory that the channel needs to be used Ω(ε−2 log δ −1 )
times. It is not clear how to adapt this argument to the Consensus problem. Indeed, it is not
true that every node receives a bit of information with high confidence from the rest of the
graph (consider the protocol in which one node broadcasts its opinion), and it is not clear if
there is a distribution of initial opinions such that there is a node v whose final opinion has
mutual information close to 1 to the global initial opinion vector given the initial opinion of
v (the natural generalization of the argument of [25]). Instead, we prove that there are two
initial opinion vectors x and y, a node v, and a bit b, such that the initial opinion of v is the
same in x and y, but the probability that v outputs b is 6 δ when the initial opinion vector
is x and > Ω(1) when the initial opinion vector is y. Thus, the rest of the graph is sending v
a bit of information (whether the initial opinion vector is x or y) and the communication

10

We notice the double role parameter δ has in this statement.
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succeeds with probability > 1 − δ when the bit has one value and with probability > 1/3 if
the bit has the other value. Despite this asymmetry, if the communication takes place over a
binary symmetric channel with error parameter ε, we use KL divergence to show that the
channel has to be used Ω(ε−2 log δ −1 ) times.

4.2.1

An improved lower bound for Broadcast

The Ω(ε−2 n) lower bound of [10] for Broadcast in the uniform PULL model applies to
protocols that have constant probability of correctly performing the broadcast operation.
With the following theorem we show a way of modifying their proof (in particular, to derive
an Ω(ε−2 n log n) for uniform PULL protocols for Broadcast that have high probability of
success, matching the O(ε−2 n log n) round complexity of Theorem 5.
I Theorem 7. The Broadcast Problem cannot be solved in the noisy uniform Pull model
w.h.p. in less than Ω(ε−2 n log n) rounds.

5

Conclusions

Table 1 shows the two main separation results that follow from a comparison between some
previous bounds and the bounds we obtain in this paper: The complexity gap between
Consensus and Broadcast in the presence or absence of noise and the different complexity
behaviour of Consensus between noisy uniform Pull and noisy uniform Push. The figure
also shows our new lower bounds for Consensus in the noiseless Gossip models.
A further consequence regards a separation between general Pull and Push models as
far as Consensus is concerned in the noiseless world. Indeed, if we assume unique IDs, in the
general Pull model, Consensus can be easily solved in constant time: every node can copy
the opinion of a prescribed node by means of a single pull operation. On the other hand, in
the general Push model, our Broadcast-Consensus reduction shows that Ω(log n) rounds are
actually necessary for solving Consensus.
We considered noisy communication models that assume the presence of a global clock:
nodes work in parallel sharing the value of the current round. Our protocols definitely
exploit this important property of the model. Then, an interesting open issue is to analyse
fundamental tasks, such as Consensus and Broadcast, in asynchronous versions of the Push
and Pull models where, as in our setting, communication is noisy and takes place via binary
messages only. A further interesting future work we plan to consider is to introduce a (strong)
bound on the local memory of the nodes.
Table 1 The updated state-of-art for Broadcast and Consensus in Gossip models with and w/o
noise. The results of this paper are highlighted bold, while “folklore” results are marked with ∗ (see
also the preliminary discussion in Section 4).

Broadcast
Consensus

ε-noisy models
Uniform Pull
Uniform Push

Ω n/ε2 [10]

Θ (log n)∗
n
Θ n log
2
ε

Ω (log n)
log n
Θ ε2
O(log n)∗

Noiseless models
Uniform Pull
Uniform Push
Θ(log n) [30, 31]

Θ(log n) [30, 31]

Ω (log n)
O(log n) [30, 31]

Ω (log n)
O(log n) [30, 31]
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